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Oliver and the 
Magical Bookcase

Oliver
Happy Birthday!

Love Grandma X



Oliver the bear was a colorful fellow,

Who loved to dress up in blue, green and yellow.

Oliver looked smart from his ears to his paws,

But his real passion was that he loved to explore.

Oliver



Alas with no bike, no train and no car,

Our adventurous friend, he couldn’t go far.

Happily for Oliver this wasn’t a sign,

He was determined to travel come rain, wind or shine.



His enormous old bookcase was a rainbow of lands,

From forests and jungles to the finest white sands.

The books they stood up to form row after row,

With such fun to be had, where should he go?

Every morning after porridge and tea,

Oliver went to his bookcase to find somewhere to see.

But don’t be mistaken, this isn’t strange magic,

There’s no special portal or powers fantastic.



His enormous old bookcase was a rainbow of lands,

From forests and jungles to the finest white sands.

The books they stood up to form row after row,

With such fun to be had, where should he go?



To Alaska on Monday, knee-deep in a river,

In water so chilly he started to shiver.

He met Graham the Grizzly, a good friend of old,

They hunted for salmon, out there in the cold.
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Then it was Tuesday, where to go now?

A breezy Swiss field to see Connie the cow.

They chatted and joked and sat on the grass,

But time did race by, so quickly it passed.



Then it was Tuesday, where to go now?

A breezy Swiss field to see Connie the cow.

They chatted and joked and sat on the grass,

But time did race by, so quickly it passed.

Oh Oliver,
can’t you stay?



Wednesday was next and Congo’s canopies green,

Oliver met with the chimps, to play and to preen.

They swung from the branches and picked out their fleas,

Those cheeky young rascals, so easy to please.





Thursday rolled round in a place rather vast,

An African reserve not changed from the past.

Oliver followed the plains, across trails and paths,

To meet Harry the Hippo for a lovely mud bath.



End of 
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